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CableTidy for Vibroplex keys

This is a series of 4 PC Boards and cables to
greatly simplify and tidy up the cable
connections of the shown VIBROPLEX keys.
The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4 mm stereo
plug as found on most rigs. A 3.5 mm stereo
plug cable can be supplied if REQUESTED.
The boards are double sided plated through
and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.
Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles, and RAF Type D CableTidys also
available.
The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £20.70 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your callsign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces
USB Deluxe Dual

PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB

Isoterm Multimode
interface

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk
ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

Most successful HF portable operators use CW.
Many also use our
Accessories!
Over 150 products.
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G3 and G4

Jim Steel M0ZAK, 6 Central Avenue,
John Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street, Shepshed LE12 9HP
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m0zak@ntlworld.com
john@fists.co.uk
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Phil Hughes 2E0DPH, 111 Wisbech
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Editorial

Graham G3ZOD #8385

FISTS Americas
The ‘FISTS North America’ chapter has had a change of name; it is now
‘FISTS Americas’, which better reflects the catchment area—North America,
South America, and the surrounding islands.
It’s now over a year since we lost Nancy WZ8C, President of (as was) FISTS North
America. Amongst Nancy’s tasks were editing and publishing FISTS North
America’s Keynote and dealing with membership matters. As was found over
here when we lost George G3ZQS, it is problematical
taking up the reins under these circumstances.
Karl KB1DSB took over as President, and, with the
assistance (in particular) of Joe N8TI and Dennis K6DF, got
the chapter up and running again. Since then the team
have gone on to enhance the organisation, with additions
to the subscriptions offered (including an ‘Internet only’
Karl KB1DSB
subscription), enhancements to their website, and the
appointment of a new FISTS Americas Keynote editor—Dan KB6NU. The results
have been felt in the form of a large increase in new members and returning
lapsed members. Karl and his team are to be congratulated on an excellent job.
Awards
Some members have commented on their awards certificates and endorsement
stickers being posted from England rather than from the USA. This has helped
reduce postage costs and speed up delivery. However, apologies to everyone
who enjoyed receiving the colourful USA stamps! Dennis K6DF continues to be
the Awards Manager for all FISTS chapters, and awards enquiries and
applications are sent to him.
Activities
I’m pleased to report that the monthly Brasspounder newsletter covering the
European FISTS on-air activities has resumed now that the checking and results
for it can be performed automatically. At some point in the future, the website
will include the monthly results tables and ‘claimed scores’ as well.
UK/Crown Dependency Licence Changes
Ofcom have now changed the licence conditions. The most significant difference
is that for holders of the Full licence, the 630m and 60m bands no longer require
a Notice of Variation. At the time of writing, Ofcom is in the process of
contacting everyone by email or by post.
73 de Graham G3ZOD
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Event Calendar

Available online at fists.co.uk/events

First day
Last day
All days until 31 Dec 2015
Saturdays Jan–Jun 2015
Sundays Jan–Jun 2015

Event

Times (UTC)

EuCW Snakes & Ladders
FISTS Eu Two Metre
FISTS Eu Two Metre

24 hours a day
1500–1600
1000–1100

Sun 26 Apr
Mon 27 Apr Fri 01 May
Sat 02 May
Sat 09 May
Sun 10 May
Sun 10 May
Sun 24 May
Sun 31 May
Sun 14 Jun
Sat 20 Jun
Sun 28 Jun
Sun 28 Jun
Sat 04 Jul
Sat 11 Jul
Sun 12 Jul
Sun 26 Jul

FISTS Eu Ladder
EuCW QRS Activity Week
FISTS Am Spring Slow Speed Sprint
FISTS Am Spring Unlimited Sprint
RSGB 4m CW Contest
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday
FISTS Eu Ladder
EuCW Straight Key Day
RSGB 6m CW Contest
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Am Summer Slow Speed Sprint
FISTS Am Summer Unlimited Sprint
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder

1400-1600, 1800-2000
0000-2359
1700-2100
1700-2100
0900-1200
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1300-1700
1400-1600, 1800-2000
0800-2200
0900-1200
1400-1600, 1800-2000
0000-0400
0000-0400
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000

Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities.
There is a brief version of the calendar at the top right of the website home page
fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.
FISTS Europe Two Metre sessions take place on Saturdays and Sundays until the end of
June 2015. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, Locator, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see February 2015 Key Note page 18 or fists.co.uk/twom.
FISTS Europe Ladder sessions take place on the 2ⁿ� and 4�� Sunday of each month and
this is an easy-going event with friendly, conversational QSOs. Any band other than
630m, 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see February 2015 Key Note page 17 or fists.co.uk/ladder.
FISTS Europe Fifth Sunday takes place next on the 31�� May. QSOs, bands, and the
exchange are the same as for the Ladder (see above). For the full rules, see February
2015 Key Note page 18 or fists.co.uk/fifth.
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FISTS Americas Sprints: These take place on the 2ⁿ� May, 9�� May, 4�� July and 11�� July.
The 2ⁿ� May and 4�� July are Slow Speed Sprints—maximum speed 13 wpm. Bands are
80m, 40m, 20m, 15m, and 10m. The exchange for all Sprints is:
RST, U.S. state/Canadian province/DXCC country, first name, FISTS number (or power
output for non-FISTS)
The full rules are available at fistsna.org/sprint.
N1MM and FISTS Americas Contests: If you use N1MM for logging and entering FISTS
North America Sprint and G3ZQS Straight Key contests, User Defined Contest (UDC) and
Call History files are available—see February Key Note page 7.
EuCW Snakes & Ladders: The new April 2015–December 2015 season started on
1�� April 2015. Bands are 160m–2m excluding 60m and 4m. In the new season,
QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long and logs must be ADIF files and include:
Start date/time, end date/time, Callsign, Mode (CW), Frequency (MHz),
RST sent, RST received, name, QTH, and a 4 or 6 character locator
It is recommended but not essential that name, QTH, and locator be exchanged over the
air. There are potentially higher points if QSOs take place in the upper 10 kHz of the
IARU Region 1 dedicated CW segments. For the full new rules, please see
eucw.org/sl2.html.
EuCW QRS Week: The 2015 QRS week takes place on 27�� April to 1�� May inclusive. The
maximum speed is 14 wpm and QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long. There are no
restrictions about which items are to be exchanged in QSOs. For the full rules, please
see eucw.org/euqrs.html.
EuCW Straight Key Day: The 2015 Straight Key Day takes place on 20�� June. Bands are
80m, 40m, 30m & 20m. ‘Hand keys’ must be used. There are no rules for the exchange.
For the full rules, please see eucw.org/euskd.html.
RSGB 4m CW Contest: This is on 10�� May and is one of a group of three RSGB VHF CW
contests (4m, 6m, and 2m). The exchange is:
RST, serial number, 6-character locator, & UK-only: 2-characters of post code
While contests are not everyone’s cup of tea, VHF CW contests are not as manic as HF
contests and, typically, ‘honest’ RSTs are given, so listen carefully!
The full rules are available at: tinyurl.com/4m2015.
RSGB 6m CW Contest on 28�� June is the second of the three RSGB VHF CW contests
(4m, 6m, and 2m). The exchange is:
RST, serial number, 6-character locator
The full rules are available at: tinyurl.com/6mCW2015.
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Membership Report

Graham G3ZOD #8385

S

ubscriptions—it’s that time of year again! To check if your subscription is
now due, please have a look at your Key Note envelope, or on the website at
fists.co.uk/members, or ask me by email: members@fists.co.uk.

If your callsign, postal address, or email address have changed,
please remember to send me the details.

G3ZOD

Achievements
Congratulations to the following international FISTS Award winners:
Jim
Virgil
Joe
Phil
Dave
Chris
Mauro
Pete
Vasek

KG4IKQ
KA2REY
W5QLF
2E0DPH
G0AYD
G3XVL
HB9FBG
G0PNM
OK2VWB

#7590
#10533
#10553
#14543
#15892
#16207
#16260
#16592
#17006

1 X QRP, Platinum, Silver Century
Millionaire
Basic Century
Silver Century, Spectrum 40m
Basic Century
Millionaire
Gold Century, Millionaire 3 Million Endorsement
Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement
Basic Century

Congratulations to Jack M6FRI #16971 on achieving his Intermediate Licence and
new callsign 2E0JEH.
A very warm welcome to our latest FISTS Europe members
Dimitri
ON3RSK 17044
Rebekka
ON3RM 17045
Fer
EA4BL
17046
Ernst
OE1EBC 17047
Rob
M0KCP
17048
Gianfranco IU1DZZ
17049
Wey Valley Amateur Radio
Group
G6XN
17050
Ray
G3NDS
17051
Bruno
IK1OUK
17052
Adam
G1ZHD
17053
Peter
ZS6FS
17054
Mike
M0AZE
17055

Alex
Stuart
Chris
Russell
Trig
David
Colin
Olof
Kev
David
Tony
Rob
Brian

F8APH
M6ZOG
G3SQU
M0SLT
GM4NNC
G3VXS
G3USA
SM6TCE
MM0KSS
M0DVV
GM4HRL
M0HVC
GSWL25

17056
17057
17058
17059
17060
17061
17062
17063
17064
17065
17066
17067
17068

Steve
G4GHO
17069
Supersparks GSWL26 17070
Pete
M0LRQ
17071
Costi
IK2WSP
17072
Richard
G7FVA
17073
Gerry
G4OJF
17074
Kerry
G4FZR
17075
Glynn
G1NVQ
17076
Alan
G4NXG/M 17077
Peter
G0EUT
17078
Steve
F/M0ZSM 17079
Riviera Amateur Radio Club
GX3AH
17080

Latest Affiliated Clubs
Wey Valley Amateur Radio Group (WVARG) is located in Guildford, Surrey.
Meetings are on the 1�� and 3�� Fridays of each month at the HQ of the Guildford
Rowing Club, by the river Wey in central Guildford—see
tinyurl.com/WVARGmeet. There are regular Morse coaching sessions, either
during natter nights or before formal meetings.
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Riviera Amateur Radio Club (RARC) is located in Torquay, Devon. Meetings
are held on the 1�� and 3�� Thursdays, 7.30 pm to 9.30 pm—see
tinyurl.com/RARCmeet. The club secretary, FISTS member Steph G4XKH, has
started a Morse training programme.
Silent Keys
I’m sorry to report that these members are now Silent Keys:
Ted
Esde
Tex

G4YEP
G0AEC
G3TTH

20
878
995

Alan
Lyndon
Doug

G4GLV
GW0LTH
G4ERA

1131
2226
2849

Brian
Dennis
Neil

G3DXY
G3PNF
M0COX

3737
6086
6473

I was very sad to hear from Sue
G0RKE, FISTS #1130, about Alan
G4GLV. I knew Alan’s father,
Fred G4AMA, and had also met
Alan at the Northern Amateur
Radio Societies Association
(NARSA) rally, then at Belle Vue,
Manchester, when we were
both young teenagers.
Alan wrote about how he
Alan G4GLV, Silent Key, pictured in 2007
became involved in radio and
CW in the Winter 2009 Key Note starting on page 6.
Sue writes:
“Very early on in our courtship Alan took me to the Belle View rally, where
he introduced me to the other love in his life, amateur radio and Morse
code. It became apparent as the months wore on and love blossomed that
not only did I need a wedding dress, but also a radio licence. I passed the
City and Guilds exam and became, to Alan’s delight, G7GOT. One year later I
passed the Morse test to become G0RKE. We had many happy times on the
air.
At the Oldham Amateur Radio Club, Alan kept Morse code alive by running a
Morse class; he was fondly known as ‘Mr. Morse’. He always used a Kent
key.
QRP was another passion; all Alan’s equipment was homebrew. We spent
many happy weekends at the table using the soldering iron; he was a
perfectionist.”
Our sympathy goes out to Sue and all the families and friends of the Silent Keys.
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The Australian Gems—Part 5

Claudio IZ0KRC #15937

The Buzza Products Company
Buzza Products was founded in
Sidney by the engineer August
Kraus in the early Thirties.

Continuing on the theme of “Australian
Gems”, this time I will write of the
legendary Buzza Products Company and
its founder, engineer August Kraus.

Who was August Kraus? He was a
German-born immigrant who
arrived in Australia around 1927,
driven by the great economic
depression that plagued the era’s
most industrialized nations.

Kraus was the only Australian
manufacturer who used direct drive with
the vibration control. In my opinion, this
design choice makes Buzza the least
attractive of the Australian keys in terms
of innovation and design, because
mechanically it is more similar to the wellknown bugs made in the USA.

From his widow’s recollections, we
know that August arrived in
Australia with high hopes, but with just 10 pounds only in his pocket…

August started his first job together with a friend and
compatriot in response to an advertisement from a
factory in Clarence Street in Sydney. The work was in
the installation of certain German machines used for
Plaque found in the
processing cotton. Obviously, neither August nor his
Artarmon Workshop
friend knew the type of equipment, but adapted well
enough to be hired as employees.
Soon after, August left the job and in 1930 started a business constructing
telegraph keys and telegraph training sets. Over time this was followed by other
products that we will discuss later. This company was named the Buzza Products
Company and its headquarters was in Clarence Street in Sidney.
A curious anecdote concerns the choice of the
name of the company; “Buzza” is the nickname
given to the “buzzer” that was part of their
telegraph training set.
In 1939 August’s brother Victor arrived in
Australia; he had finished his military service in
Germany. At that time August left for Germany to Buzza telegraph training set
visit relatives who he had not seen for some years,
but in spite of this he had to make a quick return to Australia due to the start of
the Second World War.
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The Australian Government opened detailed dossiers on every citizen who was
an immigrant, applying a rating scale based on personal attitudes. Restrictions
were introduced on the Italian and German immigrant communities; their
movements, purchases and bank loans were limited, and many further
restrictions were introduced over time.
Those who were classified as “enemy aliens” � were at the top of this “scale” and
were therefore considered a potential threat within the country. For this
reason, August was interned in Sydney in the Long Bay Gaol prison.
The Australian Government became aware of his capabilities, so the military
authorities entered into an agreement with August; he was released on the basis
of a commitment to design and supervise the construction of semi-automatic
keys for the allied military forces.
It is not known if his brother Victor was interned too, but it is certain that after
the Second World War, Victor joined August to continue with the production of
keys, although with a more moderate production capacity.
In 1955, Buzza Products moved to a
new site in Hotham Parade 80��
Street, Artarmon in the state of New
South Wales (NSW).
In this period, production
concentrated mainly on the popular
and relatively cheap telegraph
training sets as well as xylophones
and small toys for children, including
the famous Meccano. Also produced
were small tools for ceramics and
The Kraus brothers in the Artarmon workshop spinning, and in more limited
production were keys for wireless stations and radio amateurs.
The company ceased to exist in 1977, two years after the death of August.
Buzza made one type of
straight key, which is
essentially a copy of the
J-38 in use in the U.S. Army.
For the semi-automatic
Buzza straight key
key, Buzza produced three
models of bugs, all named on the characteristic plate as “Automatic Key No. 100”.
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Buzza “Automatic Key No. 100”
There are three versions of this key, the first of which is considered the top of
the range, and is also the best known and appreciated. This is called the Buzza
“Double Lever” (photograph on left), which,
however, actually does not have two real levers as
meant in the classical way (see, for example, the
Vibroplex Double Lever), but has only two
separated arms, one towards the operator and the
other that constitutes the real pendulum.
It is to all intents and purposes a semi-automatic
key whose concept was inspired by the Vibroplex
Original, but with some mechanical innovations
and a slightly different design.
The main frame has two separate pivots, to which
are hinged the two fundamental components,
described in more detail below.

“Double Lever” key

The first is the lever that near the operator ends
with the classical arrangement of “paddle and
knob”; Buzza also caught the eye of less
experienced people with the characteristic red
colour.

Looking at the photograph (above left), we can see that the operator can
generate the dots automatically and dashes manually, following the classical
movements used with other semiautomatic keys.
The transmission of motion to the pendulum starts when the lever is moved to
the right; it transmits an impulse to the pendulum that causes it to start
vibrating and emitting dots automatically. Releasing the lever back to its initial
position (at rest) blocks the movement of the pendulum.
The dashes are generated manually by moving the operating lever to the left; a
second pivot allows a contact to be closed in order to form the dashes. The
return of the lever to the rest position is due to a spring.
The other two Buzza semi-automatics are called the “Single Lever” and
“Lightning”. The quality, especially of the latter, was greatly affected by the
period of production, which was during the Second World War.
This period was characterised by a shortage of materials and an obsession with
producing the greatest number of keys that could be provided to Allied Troops in
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the Pacific. A consequence of this
can be seen in both of these
models—small imperfections
represented by the imperfect
welding of the bases (clearly
performed at low temperatures)
and the finishes are typically very
basic.
Only a few specimens of the
Lightning model (photograph on
left) are known and therefore
there is little knowledge about it.
For this reason, in order to assess
“Lightning” bugs
the exact production details of this
model (such as the originality of the unusual weight adopted), over time I found
a twin of the Lightning with the simple intention of identifying its originality and
any variations.
I have found, for example, that the screws used to secure the components to the
bases are different to each other in shape, as are several insulators used, which
are differentiated by the colour of the plastic.
These details corroborate the hypothesis of the shortage of materials that the
war imposed, so in the course of production whatever
was suitable and “in hand” was used.
Buzza never catalogued its products, so the keys don’t
have serial numbers. This deficiency prevents me from
determining the exact years of production and make it
impossible to establish which of the two Lightning keys
is the oldest.
Reporting these subtle differences can make some
people who aren’t interested in collecting keys smile,
but I assure you that in some cases, only studying the
details make it possible to place the key in the exact
historical context and to understand the possible
origins.

“Single Lever” bug

The “Single Lever” model (photograph above right) has the same mechanical
characteristics as the Lightning, the only differences between the two models
residing in the type of damper (shock absorber) used, which in this case is type
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“T” �� , and in the lever control which has a Bakelite knob similar to the Double
Lever and cured finishes.
According to some Australians, Buzza keys in general have never been much
appreciated by professional radio operators due to their low quality production
as a result of the war period, and because the keys were conceptually very
different to the “brethren” Australian keys.
Apart from these considerations, amongst collectors the Double Lever is
considered one of the most common bugs and is appreciated; it works very well
and is at the level of top of the range, and, if you can find them, accompanied by
the characteristic wooden case externally coated in smooth black leather and
internally with the characteristic red velvet (photograph below right); this gives
it particular value.
The other two models and the Lightning Single Lever are, from the point of view
of collecting, most attractive, as few specimens are known of today.
The top of the top and a true
“mirage” to the collector—it is
nowhere to be found—however, is
the J-36 Buzza. In fact it is a
military version of the Lightning,
which is the same in all respects
with the exception of the plate,
which contains the following text:
J 36 AUTOMATIC KEY
SIGNAL CORPS U.S.A.
MADE IN AUSTRALIA
Until recently it was assumed that
the J-36 military key had arrived in
the present day as a single, unique
“Double Lever” with original carry case
item. The information came from
the so-called “word of mouth” among collectors, and there was not even a
picture that could witness its real existence.
In fact we knew that it had been produced and used only by the testimony of the
military telegraph, which record it having been used “in the field”.
Before writing this short article on Buzza, I asked some knowledgeable friends
for any news on this topic. So, a few days before finishing this article, I was
contacted by Ron McMullen, and later by Russ Kleinman, WA5Y, and they
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happily confirmed the existence of a real Buzza J-36 Signal Corps, and as “proof”
I have even obtained a picture of this rare and famous specimen. Thanks to their
kindness I can now publish this photo here in this magazine (photograph below).
Beyond the “scoop”, this fact proves, if
proof were needed, that the world
revolving around CW is still in full swing,
populated by enthusiasts who exchange
information they have in their possession
with each other for the pleasure of
sharing, enabling others to share and
Lightning version of the Signal Corps J36 keep alive the interest in this technique of
communication that, although no longer
in use in commercial traffic, continues to attract enthusiasm for both its practice
and its history.
With this chapter, I’ve brought my series about the “Australian Gems” to a close.
We know that there are other Australian products, but I decided, however, to
limit my articles to the more well-known bugs.
I will take this opportunity here to thank my dear friend Herman Willemsen,
VK2IXV, for having endured and supported me in collecting a lot of information
to include in these five chapters.
I also hope to have piqued your interest with pleasant reading. I thank all of you
for your attention.
With 73 de Claudio.
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● Russell Kleinman WA5Y, for confirming that the unique Buzza J-36 Signal Corps.
really existed. Russ has a rich website dedicated to the telegraphy world:
tinyurl.com/WA5YKeys
● Ron McMullen, P.M.G. (Postal Master General) supervisor and instructor and
collector; he has helped me with information and a photograph.
● Rich Dailey N8UX for his kind interest in this article. Rich has an interesting
catalogue of military J36 bugs: tinyurl.com/J36census
● Herman Willemsen VK2IXV for providing the information and photographs of
the Buzza straight key.
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● Radio Rivista the official magazine of A.R.I. (Italian Ham Association): ari.it

Index for “The Australian Gems” series:
● Part 1: Piergraph No. 2
● Part 2: MacDonald—Pendograph
● Part 3: Leo Cohen and the Simplex Auto
● Part 4: The Automorse
● Part 5: The Buzza Products Company

Key Note Autumn 2013, page 15
Key Note Winter 2013/14, page 18
Key Note Spring 2014,
page 13
Key Note February 2015, page 11
Key Note April 2015,
page 10

� There is an interesting article (written in Italian) dedicated to the Italian community
who emigrated to Australia, with particular reference to the second world war period:
tinyurl.com/aualiens.
�� A “T”-style damper was used for the first time on Vibroplex Model-X and used for a few
times also on Blue Racer and Original bugs (S/N 77xxx).

New product: Kent Morse Tutor (free)
Kent Engineers are proud to present their new Morse
tutor for smart phones and Androids. This App is
available for free download from Google play store.
The KENT Morse tutor generates random Morse code in
groups of 5, or random length groups of 1 to 10
characters and lesson lengths of up to 250 groups of
characters.
The selectable letters, numbers and punctuation can be
played individually or in any
combination.
Code speeds from 5 wpm to 40
wpm can be selected in 1 wpm
steps, and an independent delay
can be inserted between characters. This feature allows
you to learn each character at the correct speed but
allows thinking time between characters. As you
improve, the delay can be reduced.
The tone can be set between 500Hz and 1750Hz.
It can be uploaded to smart phones or Android at
tinyurl.com/kenttutor
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Brasspounder

Chris G5VZ #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

The 2014 Exchange Your Age Week results were published last year on page 20
in the Spring 2014 Key Note. It’s now time for the other 2014 activity results. If
you have any comments about them, please send them in by the end of May
2015.
Call
G4LHI
G4KLE
M5ABN
2E0DPH
G0ILN
OH7QR
M0DRK
SP9NLI
G0DDX
G3ZOD
OH2BN
5B4AHO
G0OTT
G0DJA
G3ZSE
G4LRG
DJ0MEW
G3ZRJ
I5SKK
F5IYJ
IZ2DQB
MX5IPX*

Ladder 2014
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Points Pos’n
44
33
38
38
28
22

42
47
44
40
26
19

33
36
34
33
25
23

32

22
18

10

16
34
2
2

42
38
41
42
24
31
13
38
25
11
14
13

43
44
39
44
28
22
23
6
14
8
2
10

41
23
35
36
33
27
28

30
33
31
15
23
31
12

34
44
35
14
37
32
22

47
34
41
27
31
21
23

4 11
5

19
19

10
9
10

19

3

4

37
46
38
28
29
26
26
15
14
10
16

42
48
20
11
31
15
20
12
16
17
10

38
41
41
41
24
15
15
5
25
20
6

27

10

22
16

8
12
8
6

4
11

12

12

8

11

4
16

Fifth Sundays 2014
Call
March June August November Points
G4LHI
290 275
170
220
955
G4KLE
360 265
230
855
OH7QR
300 165
235
120
820
G0ILN
175 100
245
190
710
2E0DPH
185
280
465
M0DRK
200
120
320
G3ZOD
110
150
260
DJ0MEW
150
150
OH2BN
120
120
G0DJA
100
100
MX5IPX*
245
245
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7

473
467
437
369
339
284
182
140
122
109
82
39
34
28
24
24
12
8
6
4
4
114

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19
≡20
≡20

Dot Dot Dash 2014
Call
Points Pos’n
G4KLE
41
1
2E0DPH
39
2
G3XVL
32
≡3
G3ZOD
32
≡3
G4LHI
32
≡3
2E0JCY
24
6
OH7QR
22
7
G0ILN
16
8
G3ZRJ
12
9
G0RDO
6
10

International Days 2014
St
St
St
German
St
Call
Europa Tynwald Bastille
Points
David Patrick George
Unity Andrew
G4KLE
43
24
56
29
16
18
18
204
G4LHI
22
19
44
24
14
21
21
16
181
OH7QR
11
20
33
18
10
14
23
8
137
G0ILN
13
18
30
18
11
14
17
121
G3ZOD
28
10
12
10
14
74
GW4GCB
7
11
5
7
10
10
50
2E0DPH
15
23
38
M5ABN
11
14
25
M0DRK
17
17
G0RDO
13
13
OH2BN
8
8
G3JRH
6
6
G0DJA
4
4

Two Metre 2014
Call
Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Points QSOs
G0HGH 255 438 256 224 565 132 1870
89
2E0DPH 116 134 314 258 262 198 1282 122
G4LHI
88 184 154 231 203 128
988 132
G3ZOD
48 186 132 208 125 14
713
39
G0ILN
44 154
48
246
8
G0MJP
66
66
5
MW0BGL 60
4
64
2
G3XVL
28
28
2
2E0EML
24
24
7
G4JGH
22
22
2
M0DRK
12
12
3
G0PJO
4
4
2
M6DXL
2
2
1
MX5IPX*
20
20
2

DX
680
229
178
173
217
116
303
73
42
67
29
10
4
71

* = Check log

Straight Key Week 2014
Call
Points
GW0EDC
420
G4LHI
340
GM0EPO
194
2E0DPH
168
G4PNF
161
G0ILN
160
OH7QR
157
G3ZRJ
113
G3XVL
102
G4KLE
96
OK2VWB
69
M5ABN
59
M0DRK
53
MI0AHH
34
G3ZOD
25
GX0IPX*
88
GX3ZQS*
111
MX5IPX*
62

Congratulations to the following:
Ladder:

Peter G4LHI (1��), Merv G4KLE (2ⁿ�) and Pete M5ABN (3��).

Fifth Sundays: Peter G4LHI (1��), Merv G4KLE (2ⁿ�) and Erkki OH7QR (3��).
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Dot Dot Dash:

Merv G4KLE (1��), Phil 2E0DPH (2ⁿ�) and Chris G3XVL /
Graham G3ZOD / Peter G4LHI (joint 3��).

International Days: Merv G4KLE (1��), Peter G4LHI (2ⁿ�) and Erkki OH7QR (3��).
Straight Key Week: Brian GW0EDC (1��), Peter G4LHI (2ⁿ�) and John GM0EPO
(3��).
Two Metre:
Certificates:
Jim G0HGH (1��), Phil 2E0DPH (2ⁿ�) and Peter G4LHI (3��).
FISTS Two Metre Cup (highest points):
Jim G0HGH
Two Metre DX Shield (most distant contact):
Jim G0HGH
G0HGA Memorial Shield (most number of contacts): Peter G4LHI
Of special note is Peter G4LHI, who was in the top three places for all seven 2014
activities—a splendid achievement.
Thank you to all participants and please continue joining in
the 2015 activities.
Due to space limitations, the current 2015 activities results
will be in the next Key Note and can be viewed in the monthly
Brasspounder online newsletter, available from here:
fists.co.uk/BP.

Chris G5VZ

73 and keep on pounding the brass!
Chris G5VZ FISTS 12540 activities@fists.co.uk

Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts
You can use the Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts scheme fists.co.uk/qrs to
arrange QSOs at a speed of your choice with volunteers from the list.
Requesting a Contact
If you’d like to arrange a QRS contact:
You can contact the member directly by email or telephone.
If you want to contact a member whose telephone number is listed as
“On request”, please send an email to John M0CDL qrs@fists.co.uk and he
will reply with the telephone number.
● If you don’t have email and want to contact a member with their telephone
number listed as “On request”, please post the callsign of the member and a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to John:
Mr. J. S. Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street, KINGSWINFORD, DY6 7QE, UK.
●
●
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Location
Huy South
Belgium

Station Phone / Email
Claude + 32 85 71 10 33
ON5BIP claude416@skynet.be

Tuusniemi
Finland

Erkki
+3585 0514 9271
OH7QR oh7qr@sral.fi

Shannon Co.
Clare Ireland
Bristol

Tom
EI5CA
David
G7AGI
Chard Somerset Pol
G3HAL
Coventry West
Midlands

Matt
M0ZAI

Ely
Cambridgeshire
Flixton
Manchester
Fraddon
Cornwall
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire

Phil
2E0DPH
Billy
M0JHA
Pete
G0PNM
Peter
G4LHI

00353 87 2058745 Mob
tobei5ca@gmail.com
Phone: On request
david@desilva.org
Phone: On request
ronald@g3hal.eclipse.
co.uk
07917 466999
mcjgrice@gmail.com
phil09@tiscali.co.uk

Bands / Availability
21.058 MHz if MUF high, otherwise 3.558
MHz. Tuesday to Friday, between 12h00
to 16h00 UTC on 15 m. Or to 8h00 UTC on
80 m. Maximum speed, 12 wpm
80m - 10m, prefer 30m - 10m. Most
times but not after 19 UTC, conditions are
best during the daytime. E-mail or SMS to
mobile phone is OK.
160m - 10m. Evenings. Preferred highest
CW speed 25wpm.
40m-10m. Evenings & weekends.
5-15 wpm.
40m, 80m & perhaps 2m. Afternoons &
after 21:00.
40m - 15m & 2m. Weekday evening
apart from Mondays after 20:00 & most
weekends.
160m-70cm. Evenings & Weekends.

40m. Up to 20wpm; Flixton &
surrounding area.
80m-10m, 2m. Up to 20wpm; make
contact to arrange a suitable time.
Prefer 80m & 2m. Any time, subject to
other commitments. Prefer to QRS to
maximum 12 wpm for practice.
160m-70cm. Most times but not after
Kingswinford
John
john@fists.co.uk
22:00 local weekdays, 22:30 weekends.
West Midlands M0CDL
CW Speed up to 12 wpm.
Leamington Spa Carl
07845 907368
80-6m, Skype, Echolink or in person locally.
Warwickshire
M0SER chatsworthproductions@ Evenings (until late) and weekends. Up to
gmail.com
18wpm.
Lymington
Fred
Phone: On request
80m, 40m, 20m, 2m. 24/7 (by prior
Hampshire
M0ICW m0icw@hotmail.co.uk
arrangement). QRS only (up to 10 wpm).
160m - 10m & 2m. Most afternoons and
Nantwich
John
Phone: On request
Cheshire
M0JCD M0JCD@talktalk.net
evenings. Up to 20wpm.
Peacehaven East Mike
Phone: On request
2m - 145.250 or 144.050, 2m USB. 21:00
Sussex
M3ZZA mikejeanette1@gmail.com (local time) most weekdays especially
Tuesdays. 5 - 9 words a minute
Penyffordd
Brian
01244 543395
80m - 40m. 5 wpm to 20 plus (hand key).
GW0EDC gw0edc@hotmail.com
Higher speeds using paddles if required.
North Wales
Flexible on days / times.
07816 991289
m0jha@mail.com
07454 144431
pete.sobye@icloud.com
Phone: On request
peterg4lhi@ntlworld.com
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Location
Romsey
Hampshire

Station Phone / Email
John
07780 992564
M0XIG john.m0xig@
telegraph.eclipse.co.uk
Somerton
John
01458 447223
Hampshire
G3TZA alan@croxley.freeserve.
co.uk
St Ives
Merv
Phone: On request
Cambridgeshire G4KLE g4kle@
nordicwalkingcambs.com
Thatcham
Berkshire

Bands / Availability
40m, 20m, 15m, 10m. Generally day
evening & weekend. Prefer around
15wpm.
160m - 10m. Up to 25wpm.

80m, 40m, 20m, 15m, 10m. Most Days
and Evenings up to 21:00 hrs, subject to
other commitments. 8 wpm up to 25 wpm
(Straight key).
Michael 07789 948693
70cm, 2m, 6m, 10m, 30m, 40m, 60m.
G0POT g0pot@metalkettle.co.uk Evenings and weekends. 5 - 16wpm.
Twitter: @DrOrthogonal

Please Volunteer!
We’re looking for as many volunteers as possible. High speed is not a
requirement; if you can receive and send with good spacing at 10 wpm, that’s far
more valuable than being able to send at 20 wpm but with letters and words
that run together.
If you’re not willing to have your telephone number published on the website
and in Key Note, please consider giving us a telephone number anyway so that
we can pass it on to individual members if they request it. This will help us to
provide a service for members who are not Internet users.
Please send John M0CDL the following details by email to qrs@fists.co.uk or by
post to:
Mr. J. S. Griffin, 35 Cottage Street, KINGSWINFORD, DY6 7QE, UK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Your first name.
Callsign.
Town/City.
Email address.
Telephone number (optional—but see next line!).
If you are providing a telephone number, whether we can publish it for all
members or if we can give it to individual members who request it.
List of bands you can operate on.
When you are available (e.g. during the day, evening or weekend).
Any other brief comments (e.g. preferred highest CW speed).
Permission for us to publish the details you have given us on the website and
in Key Note.
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Review: Sparking a Love Affair: The Begali Spark

Pete G0PNM #16592

Since my return to the hobby of
Amateur Radio in November 2013,
I have concentrated 99% of my
operating time on CW. Eighteen
years prior I was a keen CW op
and had only used what I call ‘run
of the mill’ keys. I had a cheap
Chinese key and also used an old
WT 8 AMP key back then and dabbled with paddles. My shack was simple; a
computer desk with an FT-757GX, FP-757 PSU and an SEM Transmatch. I had a
Trio TR-9130 for VHF but only used it on the local repeater, GB3NC.
This time around was different. I had built up a small collection of keys
consisting largely of the HiMound brand and a couple of military keys, such as
another WT 8 AMP in Bakelite and the popular Czech military key. I was a bit
rusty at first, but it soon came back to me and before long I was up at 20 wpm
again. A good friend of mine, George Barnes, G0CMF, had a similar interest in
keys and showed me his latest acquisition. This was a Clansman key, made for
the British Army and produced at the Royal Ordinance Factory in Blackburn, UK.
I managed to find one on eBay and found this was a great key and one that I
gave the most use to … that was until Christmas 2014!
I usually have a list as long as your arm when it comes to my Christmas list! But
for some reason, last year was different. My list was empty; however, after
several emails going between myself and Ray G0EML, I began to think about
getting myself a ‘high end’ key. Ray is a big collector of keys from the high end,
which include magnetic returns and diode operations. It’s fair to say that the
majority of these keys are the single or twin paddle variety, but up to the point
of our email exchanges I had never heard the name ‘Begali’ before.
Doing much research into the range of keys that Begali produced, I took a shine
to the model known as the ‘Spark’. I pondered the idea of owning the Begali
Spark for a couple of weeks but decided once and for all to put the idea of
owning one to my wife and suggested that it might make a nice present for me
for Christmas! She readily agreed but asked that I placed the order so I knew I
was getting the right one. So I went online and placed the order. I also opted
for my callsign to be engraved or, as it appears, laser etched into the side of the
base. It’s worth noting at this point that although the exchange rate meant that
the key was just over £101 (129 Euros), by the time tax at 22%, the cost of the
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laser etching and shipping was added, the total cost was about £167. About five
days later, the key arrived by FedEx.
Of course, I was allowed to inspect the key upon its arrival, but I couldn’t fully
open it and use it until Christmas Day. As it turns out, while I received the key on
the 25��, I wasn’t to use it in anger until the 27��, which was the first real
opportunity. The key was well packaged. It came in a box and was surrounded
by polystyrene. Inside the box also was a Begali-branded cleaning cloth and a
feeler gauge for adjusting the contact gap. Also included were a Christmas card
from the Begali family (a nice touch) and a lead which was double-ended with
3.5 mm stereo plugs, one of which had to be cut off. Instructions were included!
The key itself is very well made and the base is quite heavy at nearly 3 lb and is
cast iron, which has a charcoal black phosphatised finish. The arm is very shiny
and is gold plated with the Begali logo
emblazoned thereon. The pivot spindle looks to
be steel and the knob is turned nylon and is
styled like a Naval key’s knob. There are two
adjustments which can be made, gap and
tension, by knurled finger wheels and both have
a knurled locking wheel, again, all gold plated.
The rearwards adjustment is for the contact gap.
When I was asked to write a piece on the key, I examined the mechanism closer
and I didn’t initially realise it but the tension spring is in front of the pivot bar
and close to the contacts. So it appears as though the movement return is by a
torsion bar system and the tighter the spring, the softer the action as the spring
would be working against the torsion of the pivot bar.
It takes a little time to get used to the action of the key and get it set up right for
your individual style and this certainly was the case with me. Once I had found
the settings which were right for me, the key is an absolute pleasure to use. I
prefer a softer action and find that I can send much faster with very little
resistance to close the contacts; in fact I have managed 25 wpm with this key. (It
still seems bizarre that you have to tighten the spring to make the action less
resistive.)
Since I have started using the Spark, I have settled right in with it. I have now
had many contacts with it and took part in the SKS-E (although conditions were
poor unfortunately) and I qualified for my FISTS Silver Century Award on New
Year’s Day 2015. One thing I will say about the base is, while there are 4 rubber
feet on the bottom, these are quite hard, so I have put the key on a small piece
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of non-slip rubber. This dampens the sound of the contacts reverberating
through the desk surface and also adds to the non slip-factor although, at nearly
3 lbs, it isn’t going anywhere! This key was a very worthwhile acquisition and
one which I plan to give a lot of use to. I really am a straight key op and while
many ops’ QSOs are much faster than my ability allows, I am happy where I am
with the Spark. This certainly is the start of a very long relationship!
Thanks for taking the time to read my little piece on the Begali Spark and, if you
are interested, I have made a little un-boxing and usage video. This can be seen
on YouTube at
tinyurl.com/G0PNMSpark or for
Facebook users, why not join my
group named ‘FISTS CW CLUB
(unofficial)’ tinyurl.com/G0PNMFB ?
Pete
Details of the the Begali Spark are
available at i2rtf.com/html/spark.html
At the time of writing and excluding
delivery, the price is €129 (Euros) and the
callsign engraving option is €22 (Euros).

New product: Touch Paddle P3BS from CW Touch Keyer
CW Touch Keyer is providing a new model, the P3BS.
This is a paddle only! No electronic keyer. Press the “on” button and forget
about turning it off. It shuts down by itself after 10 minutes if no paddles are
touched. It also tells you when the battery or power source drops below 6.5 V.
The assembled PCB, LED, jack socket, and push button
are supplied. You provide your own paddles that can
be made from a conductive metal.
● Board size 1.5" by 1.4".
● 7–14 VDC operation.
● Touch paddle (no electronic keyer).
● Open FET output for +13.8 V, 60 mA or less keying
(no grid block keying).
Ideal for building into your custom projects. It outperforms any mechanical.
At the time of writing, the cost is $45 (USD) excluding delivery.
Website: cwtouchkeyer.com

Telephone: (USA) 508-837-0092
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Marconi Marine International 365A?

Ian G4XFC #13276

Morse keys is not really my forte. The first key I bought was a Bakelite 8 AMP
when I was 15 and I never did anything with it till I passed the RAE in the early
80s—20 years of gathering dust. It is only in recent years that I have taken an
interest in Morse keys and I have a few of my own that I use as a display when
doing public event stations.
My knowledge of the 365A started one afternoon after buying a dirty old key at
a radio rally and not really knowing what it was. It had a cover on which I did not
know how to remove. A quick look through a gap in the cover revealed bearings,
so I thought it might be worthwhile purchasing and cleaning up. When I got
home I figured out how to take the cover off and had a sense of euphoria when I
saw the key itself and the superb workmanship. I researched the key on the
Internet and found that I had bought a very dirty example of a much soughtafter Morse key.
I was talking to Ken G3RNN about my new key as Ken had a very large personal
collection of Morse keys. When I mentioned that the ebonite front panel was
broken, I was lucky as one of the club members had an old ebonite panel about
the thickness I wanted and I made a new front panel for the key. “EBONITE!”
Ken exhorted “They only used ebonite panels on the very early keys in 1941.”
The “365A?” comes from a query I had through my “Morse Crusade” website by
Masa JA3HKQ: “I am Japanese. I can’t speak English. Send you four photos as an
attachment to this email. About the war office number, so you have any
information? ex 73. Masa JA3HKQ”.
Masa had bought the key when
he was an elementary school
boy 50 years ago—he had
found it amongst other junk
from a ship that had been
dismantled in Japan. He said
that it was expensive in regards
to his pocket money at that
time. My immediate thoughts
on the key was a 365B but the label on the key indicated otherwise.
I decided to contact John G0RDO, who
maintains the very informative website
on Morse keys morsemad.com and he
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came back to me very quickly with information on this strange label—thank you
John:
TYPE 365 A MODIFIED TO DWG WQ. 5495 ED A
Basic 365A key rebuilt for use with Oceanspan I and Trader transmitters, and
CR3OO/2 receivers. First Oceanspan installation on the SS Beaverdell in
January 1946.
Because the electrical design of the Oceanspan and CR3OO/2 was totally
different from the prewar equipments—a different method of keying the
transmitter and desensitising the receiver was essential.
Modifications: all auxiliary contacts removed; ebonite rod removed; key bar
shortened; only three terminals marked B (back) E(earthed key bar) and F
(front) required. Two key-click filters fitted (coils, capacitors and a resistor).
Base plate looks rather a mess. Old engravings TL TR etc still visible, holes for
old terminal blocks remain unfilled, etc. etc. Backstop contact now the same
type as front stop—on 365A it was different label reading "Modified to dwg.
WQ 5495 edn. A" added to side of base.
This goes to prove that we learn something new every day, and even Ken G3RNN
had not heard of this key.
Ian G4XFC

Writing for Key Note
Articles for Key Note are very welcome.
Please send them by email to keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to:
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, ENGLAND, UK.
Handwritten, typed, or electronic formats are acceptable (we have not received
one (so far!) that we have not been able to read).
If writing about a topic that isn’t directly Morse code-related, please let us know
beforehand so that we can discuss whether it will be suitable for Key Note.
Photographs and diagrams are very helpful.
Please send image files without resizing them—they will be included in the
“digital” and paper Key Notes at suitable resolutions. Also, please do not overlay
captions on images; we will add the captions where necessary outside the
image. This allows us to use an appropriate font style and size, is easier to read
than an overlaid caption, and works with screen-reading software.
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Z Code Background

Pol G3HAL #8367

The piece by G3MCK on page 25 in the February 2015 Key Note on the Z Code
brought back memories for me. The RAF used Z Code during WW2 on all its W/T
(wireless telegraphy) circuits that used automatic high speed equipment. These
were the circuits where traffic was very heavy and the first, I believe, was from
AM (Air Ministry) W/T Station, Stanbridge in Bedfordshire to HQ Middle East in
Cairo. This replaced the hand speed link as military activity in north Africa
increased with an inevitable increase in traffic.
As you no doubt know, high speed links
operate with a Wheatstone type transmitter
which is fed with perforated tape carrying the
message and keys the radio transmitter.
Received signals are recorded on more paper
tape, which are read by an operator who
types out the message (I simplify).
All this makes more sense of the Z Code,
which has groups such as:
ZFA
ZDL/ZDH
ZST
ZHA
ZMP

ZRA
ZSF/ZSS
ZVP

Wheatstone encoding on paper
tape.
For details, see Pol’s article
‘High Speed Morse’ on page 28 of
the Summer 2013 Key Note.

Failing auto.
Your dots are too light or too heavy (so adjust your transmitter).
Send slips twice (conditions aren’t very good).
How are conditions for Automatic reception?
Mispunch or perforator failure. (Originally a hand punch was used to
put dots, dashes and spaces individually into the transmitter tape; it
was replaced by the Keyboard Perforator.)
Reversed auto tape. (Received tape unreadable.)
Send faster/slower.
Send V’s please. (A continuous tape with V’s and call signs was used
to keep the frequency warm when there was no traffic to send and to
identify the station on frequency changes.)

High speed Morse needed several skilled operators at each end of the link; it was
replaced by equipment using higher technical standards which permitted the use
of teleprinters which needed little more than typing skills.
How do I know all this? I went to AM W/T Station in January 1940 but by
Christmas that year I was at the Cairo end of the link and spent all of my war on
the maintenance of Signals Office equipment, transmitters, receivers and on
training new boys.
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FISTS at the 2014 Rallies

Graham G3ZOD #8385

Paul M0BMN, Chris G5VZ and the FISTS stand pre-opening at the National Hamfest 2014 (1)

Chris G5VZ, Paul M0BMN and I were at the UK National Hamfest (Newark) for
our second year. We had a very successful time, speaking to very many visitors
and members. We gained 20 new members and 5 re-joining members.

Above: Graham G3ZOD and Chris G5VZ (3)
Left: Chris G5VZ and Johnny G3LIV (2)

Considering that in 2013 we put on a very special offer, I hadn’t expected so
many in 2014, so that was very pleasing.
In collaboration with Ian G4XFC, FISTS #13276 (one of the Hamfest organisers
and an RSGB Morse examiner), we offered a free year and half’s membership to
anyone passing an RSGB Morse competency test at the Hamfest at 12 wpm or
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higher. I’m happy to
report that we awarded
memberships to two
candidates;
congratulations to them:
Andy G0SFJ #16956 and
Phil G4NVR #16965.
Mary G0NZA showing Graham her tiny Morse key made by
As with the previous
Gordon G4ZPY (SK) (4)
year, the Friday was far
busier than the Saturday. We did receive feedback on the 2013 National
Hamfest that we were not sufficiently ‘engaging’ with visitors to the stand; I
believe we were far more successful in that respect this time.

Chris G5VZ, Monique (‘Mrs ZOD’) and I also visited the GQRP Convention
(Rishworth, UK), returning after a long absence. We were very pleased to meet
Fabio IK0IXI, FISTS #14539 there; Fabio is the G-QRP representative in Italy.

Chris G5VZ with Fabio IK0IXI

(5)

I’m grateful to Monique for dealing
with memberships and club sales at
Rishworth, enabling Chris and I to
spend more time talking to visitors.
Photograph credits:
1, 5 & 6: Graham G3ZOD
2: David VK3DBD/G3SCD
3: Malcolm G4YMB
4: Chris G5VZ
Club stand at the G-QRP Convention with
Monique in the background (6)
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The Beautiful EDZ

Bill G4WJM #9841

The EDZ (Extended Double Zepp) is the love of my life, but before I describe this
wonderful antenna, I will tell you how I came to fall in love with her.
When we moved from our London QTH with ‘postage stamp’ garden to our
present Lincolnshire more amateur radio friendly garden in 1995, I put up a half
wave dipole for 80m (my favourite band). This performed very well for a couple
of years, but after reading John D Heys, G3BDQ’s excellent book ‘Practical Wire
Antennas’, I discovered an antenna I had not previously been aware of.
It seemed so simple; all I needed to do was extend each leg of my dipole by 0.14
of a wavelength, feed it with nice balanced ladder line, and lo & behold get a
gain of 3 dBd¹ on the band it was cut for.
Before you say “Oh yes, but who has the space to put up a 340 foot aerial?”, just
hold fire for a moment and consider the sizes of the EDZ for various other bands.
For example, one of these beauties for 28 MHz band would only need about 45
feet (quite feasible, even in many modern gardens).
Also, never forget that much greater lengths than expected can be
accommodated by ‘dog legging’ as I did, or dropping the ends; in fact my 80m
version resembles a letter Z in plan view, which necessitated four extra supports
in addition to the centre mast.
My first version used some awful 450 ohm feeder. This was okay except for the
fact that this QTH on the edge of the Lincolnshire fens is subjected to high winds
which this type of feeder was extremely unhappy with, so I made 600 ohm open
wire ladder line, which was much more stable in windy conditions.
Using G3BDQ’s calculations, here are a few examples of LEG length:7 MHz: 26m
14.2 MHz: 12.64m
21.2 MHz: 8.53m
28.5 MHz: 6.4m
Everything I’ve said so far has made the project seem like shelling peas, but now
comes the bit that may cause a very slight problem for some constructors. It is
essential that if you intend to use the EDZ as a multi-band antenna, a proper
balanced ATU is used. The well known Z-match as described by Louis Varney,
G5RV, is ideal, but I have used a simple parallel tuned/link coupled device with
great success for many years.
Another point to bear in mind when using this gem as a multi-bander is to make
sure that the length of HALF the top plus the feeder length does not equal an
odd number of eighth waves of the frequency you need. If this becomes a
¹ dBd is decibels of gain relative to a standard half-wave dipole antenna.
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problem on one particular band, it’s easily overcome by clipping in an extra piece
of feeder in the shack.
I can’t understand why I hardly ever meet other people on the bands who tell
me they are using this aerial—maybe like me they have not seen a write-up, so
let’s hope this description will encourage a few FISTS to give it a try.
73/88 es keep pounding brass.

9H3FC and the Wonder-Loop

Kris G4UDG #16690

With a family holiday planned for Malta, I made
plans to take my FT-817ND and a Wonder-Loop
4010 antenna with me. I applied for a callsign
and was allocated 9H3FC. Given the limitations of
a hotel apartment, I chose the loop antenna as it
needs no radials, no support/tripod, no coax, is
easy to tune, operates on 40m to 10m, and folds
down into a very small box for transport. The
QRP station was set up on the balcony of my
apartment with only a ‘concrete’ window to the
world for the RF to escape! I operated on 10 MHz
to 28 MHz CW at 5 Watts. The results were very
encouraging; after one week operating for about
Loop, FT-817ND, and Palm Pico
1½ hours per day, I managed 50 QSOs into 23
Paddle at 9H3FC

DXCC entities, including G, GI,
OX, DL, EA6, OE, SM, YO, HA ,
K3, 9A, and N4. It was a most
enjoyable experience and the
little loop (21” diameter)
worked very well for me
indeed.
The Wonder-Loop is available in two models: the original covering
20m–6m and the 4010 covering 40m–10m. For more information,
please see tinyurl.com/wonderloop.
SOTAbeams (FISTS member Richard G3CWI) also has a pocket loop
antenna under development. For more information, see
www.sotabeams.co.uk/pocket-loop-antenna.
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Kris G4UDG

Review: TBKII Single Lever Key from W1SFR

Frank 2E0YAR #13227

This review is for the TBKII Single Lever Key, which is made by a friend of mine in the
USA—Steve, W1SFR. One day some months ago he sent me a photo of a key that
he had made using ‘basic shop tools’, after seeing a ‘torsion bar key’ that was
featured in an article midway through an old issue of QST … if I remember correctly.
The minute I saw it, I knew I had to have it as
it was a single lever (I had not tried a single
lever before) but it was not just any single
lever! This one had a look that, from the
moment you set eyes on it, you know that it
is going to be a key that will be able to hold
its own against any single lever that has a
much bigger price tag attached! There is a
magic about this key that draws you in even
before you try it out.
After much negotiation, Steve parted with
his first ever production model serial number 001 as he had the pre-production
model on his bench which he wouldn’t part with (and rightly so in my opinion!)
A few weeks later 001 was on my doorstep and, like a kid at Christmas, it was
open and gleaming on my shack bench before you could say ‘What have you
bought?’ As you can see from the pictures, the TBKII is on a wooden base (teak
in my case) but W1SFR works with what he can get hold of at the time of the
order coming in. The body of each key is solid brass, which Steve polishes up.
The finger pieces are made from a rare wood that I cannot say, let alone spell
correctly, but as you can see from the photos it is a deep red which has a very
nice grain to it. It would grace any type of shack be it modern or retro very well
indeed!
Now, on to the feel of the TBKII; well, I know that this may sound too good to be
true, but from out of the box it was set just right. I did not have to do a thing to
it (except connect the wired jack plug which was supplied with the key). I was
amazed when I tested this key out—the Morse flowed with very little effort at
all, it was very good fun to use and the tactile feedback of the wooden finger
pieces was AWESOME! I found the feel was not too ‘springy’ but at the same
time there was just enough to let you know when you had made the connection
and could therefore change direction very quickly … so quickly in fact that I
would suggest setting the keyer speed a little slower than you can send because
if you fail to do this, then you may sweat when it comes to replying to a contact.
After you have had your first QSO with this key you’ll find yourself wanting
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more; it draws you back and will give you many happy hours of sending CW,
which can be sent either in the single lever mode, straight key mode or as a
‘cootie’ key. Whichever mode you choose to send with,
this key will put a smile on your face without giving you
a sore wrist (if properly set to your preference, that is).
Each Torsion Bar Key 2 is a totally unique work of art
that you will love to have in your shack and on the
bench for many years to come. Steve will also place a
brass plaque underneath the finger pieces with a phrase
of your choice engraved on it to add that extra special
touch that only a handmade key can give you.
To sum it up, you’ll never want to part with it once
you’ve got it! Oh and I am not getting a thing from
Steve W1SFR for doing this review; it is my honest
opinion of what is in my view a fantastic key.
The TBKII is available from KX3/KX1 and QRP Accessories (Steve W1SFR). At the time of
writing the price is $245 (USD) excluding delivery outside the USA.
Web page: kx3helper.com/single-lever-keys
Email: w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com

Review: John Wellings Straight Key

Frank 2E0YAR #13227

I first came across a John Wellings
straight key when I was on You
Tube. I saw the videos of it and
thought ‘No I don’t need’ but
before I could finish that thought,
I had sent an email to John and
placed an order for one of his keys. My view is you can never have too many
keys of any type and I’m sticking with it!
John’s key is based on a design that is simple but effective—okay, very
effective—BUT you want a good switch when closing a contact don’t you? It is
similar to the Kent in looks but with a few touches that ‘bling it up’ such as a
mirror finish to the brass, a lighter colour wooden base (John did tell me which
type but it has slipped my mind since then) that brings out the grain more and
makes the key a pleasure to look at as well as use. It has three rubber feet
instead of four, which stops the side-to-side wobble when sending.
The feel of the key is very nice; not so sponge-like that you run into the next
word before you’ve finished the first one, but not that tight that you cannot
send that evening because you broke your wrist in an earlier high speed QSO!
Also I had never noticed the amount of side play in the arm of the Kent (this is a
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different sensation from the ‘wobble’) until I started using John’s
product.
In my opinion this key could be used by the expert CW op and is
also well suited to a beginner in CW who wants to learn but
knows very little about straight keys.
My old Kent (which is a good key in its own right) will have to
share the bench with John’s key from now on because his key
has just tipped the scales from ‘good’ to ‘great’! I am not
receiving anything from John Wellings for this review; my
opinion is honest all the way!
John Wellings Morse Keys:
Website: johnwellingsmorsekeys.weebly.com

Email: jwellings@blueyonder.co.uk

Review: RAF Type D Straight Key

Frank 2E0YAR #13227

This is a review of my ‘new’ but very old
and used RAF type D straight key. Since I
can remember, I’ve always wanted to try
out the type D, and thanks to a stroke of
luck, I managed to pick one up in decent
condition from eBay for a reasonable
sum.
The key I received had the usual age marks and a couple of
hairline cracks to its cover. It is a bit dusty and could do with
a clean, but I’m not too bothered about that right
now as it’s MY KEY! It has a smooth action and
can be set for a very light touch. This example
isn’t the best (as the photographs reveal) but as
long as the chap on the other end of your radio
can copy, does it matter how bad the key looks? I
say NO and may actually leave it in the state it is
in now just to be different as I have more than a
few sparkling keys in my collection (speaking of which, Bill G0ELZ
stop laughing because I’m not a ‘collector’—I use them!)
Anyway, if you can get hold of a type D at a good price I say ‘do it’. It
is as good a key as they say! Also I am not getting anything from the Air Chief
RAF for this review of their type D key; however, saying that, ‘Air
Marshal Sir
John Wicks
Chief Marshal’ would be nice!
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Back to the Bands

Vic G0BVZ #16561

You soon find the language you remember using fluently a decade or so ago
doesn’t sound so great when you first try using it again. Just the same with CW.
I came back to the bands after a long QRT and soon discovered my receive speed
was well down and my sending … just doesn't sound so good. I know the
characters but the spacing and the timing was out. So what to do?
Keep Calm and Google
That general purpose machine, the ubiquitous computer, must surely have
something to offer, so I Googled like a good ’un and I discovered two things
pretty quickly. Firstly, there’s no shortage of good, free programs aimed at
teaching Morse reception. Secondly, there aren’t so many which allow the
learner to input manual CW into the machine for decoding and display. I found
three. One would not install, another depended on adding extra DLLs to the
system folder and one installed and ran. That one was MorseLearner, so I
focused on it. (wxv.co.nz/morselearner)
My computer doesn’t have a key jack
Come to that, it doesn’t have a serial port either!
That must be why so few programs let you send CW
to be appreciated by the computer. I’ve been
exploring PSK31 lately (I know … old dogs, new tricks)
and came across the magic USB to serial converter
cable, which gives serial socket capability to USB-only
machines. I bought a cheap one on eBay.�
The useful help file reveals that the program allows CW to be input via the CTS
or DTR lines, so I installed the driver for the converter cable and checked the
computer’s hardware manager to determine the COM port number Windows
had assigned it. There it was, Prolific, COM port 3. Armed with that info I fired
up MorseLearner, configured it to use COM3 and tapped F1 on the keyboard to
put it into ‘transmitting’ mode. Then, using the tips of a pair of tweezers, I
shorted individual pins of the converter shell on one row with individual pins on
the other until my machine beeped. Then I knew which pins would serve. I then
committed …
… an awful act of butchery
With surgical skill and a rusty pair of side cutters, I cut away the plastic shell and
removed it. I filed through the metal shroud surrounding the pins and removed
that. I was left with a postage stamp sized PCB hanging from the converter lead
by four wires. Noting which wire went to which solder pad, I un-soldered the
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wires; this allowed me to poke the wire through a
grommet I’d fitted to a small plastic project box and resolder the wires to their original pads. I soldered a wire
to the root of each of the two pins which made the
computer beep when shorted. Modern rigs seem to
use 3.5 mm stereo jacks, so I’d fitted an appropriate
one to the project box and one wire was soldered to
the collar, one to the tip and nothing to the centre ring.
Lacking duck tape, I used a piece of double-sided tape
to stick the PCB to the side of the box and I used a
couple of tight cable ties either side of the grommet so
that my dreadful soldering would not get tugged in
normal handling. The finished job is shown in the
picture on the left.
I then concealed my butchery by putting on
the lid and the finished job is shown in the
picture on the right.
So now I have an easy way to plug a CW
key—or the output of my resurrectedafter-surgery Dewsbury Electronics Star
Masterkeyer—into my computer via a USB
port for MorseLearner to decode. It works
and I’m happy. Now I can send Morse into the program and it does get decoded.
It taught me that:
I tend to run letters together, rewarding me with a ‘?’.
I leave too big a gap before sending a ‘Q’.
I sometimes tense up ahead of some phrases and that makes for erratic
spacing.
● Dirty contacts don't make for good Morse.
●
●
●

My confidence grew as I persisted; that can’t be bad. My CW is still QLF, but not
so QLF as previously. Keyers are fine but straight key sending is more …
personal; it’s the difference between getting a text and reading a handwritten
letter.
In the interests of honesty, the cons
My keyer indicates that the program fails to work above 20 wpm. This may be
down to limitations in the program or limitations in the antique Dell laptop it
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runs on. Sometimes Windows loses track of which COM port the converter is
emulating, so I have to spend a couple of minutes reconfiguring. The whole
shooting match cost less than a fiver, so all in all, I’ll put up with the cons! I hope
somebody finds this useful; I know I do.
-de G0BVZ
� Ed: There are some USB to serial adapter issues that you may come across. These
include adapters based on older Prolific chips working on Windows XP but not having
drivers for later Windows 64-bit operating systems. Even on Windows XP, some people
have found Prolific chips do not work well with amateur radio software. For these
reasons, acquiring an adapter based on FTDI chips is worth considering.

New product: Mountain Topper Radio 3-band CW Transceiver
The Mountain Topper Tri-Bander CW
transceiver for 40m, 30m, and 20m is now
available assembled from LNR Precision
Inc. (USA).
Developed by KD1JV, at 3.8" x 2.7" x 1"
(LWH) this miniature VFO-controlled
transceiver is around the size of a
cigarette packet and provides 2.5 Watts (typical) with a 9 Volt power supply.
Specifications:
● Three bands, 40m, 30m, 20m
● MDS: ~0.2 μV
● Small signal band width ~ 500 Hz
● Audio output limited to ~ 1200 mV p-p
● Headphone output, 16 ohms min. recommended.
● Transmitter: 2.5 Watts @ 9 Volt supply typical, spurs -50 dBc or better
● Size: 3.8” x 2.7” x 1” (LWH)
● Weight: 4.4 ounces.
● Power requirements: 6 volts minimum, 12 volts maximum.
● Receive current: ~ 35 mA, no signal.
● Transmit current: ~ 400 mA @ 9V, 20m, ~ 550 mA @12V, 20m
(transmit current is slightly less on 40 and 30 meters)
At the time of writing, the price excluding delivery is $250.
Email: ldraughn@lnrprecision.com
Web page: tinyurl.com/LNRMTRV2
Voicemail: USA 336-672-1818 (operating hours Monday–Thursday 8:30a-3p ET)
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New products: QRP Labs Ultimate3S Kit and Accessories
The Ultimate3S QRSS/WSPR Transmitter Kit is
the new edition of the third version in the
“Ultimate” QRSS/WSPR kit trilogy and includes
an Si5351A synthesiser module (instead of the
earlier pre-built AD9850 DDS module used on
the earlier U2 and U3 kits).
It can produce QRSS, Hell, WSPR, Opera and PI4
slow-signal modes on any band 2200m to 2m.
Plug-in LPF filter kits are available for all 13
HF/MF/LF bands from 2200m to 6m (one of
your choice is supplied with the kit). Changing
bands is a matter of plugging in the appropriate
low pass filter kit to attenuate unwanted
harmonic output. The relay-switched LPF kit may be used to automatically
switch between up to 6 different bands.
The kit supports the following modes:
● QRSS mode (plain on/off keyed slow
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

CW)
FSK/CW mode (frequency shift keyed
slow CW)
DFCW mode (dual frequency CW)
WSPR mode (Weak Signal Propagation
Reporter)
WSPR-15 experimental WSPR mode with
15-minute frames
Opera modes (8 speeds)
PI4 beacon mode
Slow-Hellschreiber (frequency shifted
slow-Hell)
Full-speed Hellschreiber
Half-speed ("DX") Hellschreiber
CW (plain CW)
FSK (0–999Hz shift, fast-speed FSK CW)
Customisable FSK patterns
Manually-keyed CW/FSK transmitter

Other features:
● Si5351A synthesised output frequency

(no SMD soldering!)
● Plug-in low pass filter boards (available

for 10 HF and 2 LF bands)
● 2-row by 16-character blue back-lit LCD

+ two-button user interface
● User-programmable settings stored in
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EEPROM
GPS interface, for frequency lock, timing
and location information
On-chip generation of WSPR encoded
message (no PC required)
WSPR maidenhead locator from GPSderived latitude/longitude
Selectable “frame” size, for stacked
QRSS reception
Plain CW callsign identifier at selectable
interval
Produces 250mW RF output on 30m
(lower output on higher bands)
Higher power with more PA transistors
and/or higher PA supply voltage
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The new QRP Labs Ultimate3/3S box
is made from black anodised
aluminium, dimensions 122 x 45 x
160mm deep. It’s a 4-part case: front
panel, back panel, top half and
bottom half. The 4 parts are held
together by 8 screws. The front and
rear panels are drilled and silk-screen
printed for the Ultimate3 and
Ultimate3S kits, as shown. The case
also includes an accessory kit, with switches, buttons, connectors etc. The
complete set comprises:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

4-part black anodised aluminium case, 122 x
45 x 160mm deep, including 8 screws
2x toggle switch
2x push button
4x self-adhesive cabinet feet
4x 6mm nylon hex spacer for mounting U3 to front panel
4x black metal M3 screw for mounting U3 to front panel
BNC socket
Power socket
Matching power plug
9-way D-connector (to be used for GPS,
programming, whatever you want)

The Skylab SKM61 is a high performance GPS
module with built-in antenna, suitable for the
Ultimate1, Ultimate2 and Ultimate3/3S
QRSS/WSPR kits. When used with these kits, the
GPS module will provide accurate time-keeping,
frequency calibration, and location information
(for encoding the Maidenhead locator automatically into WSPR messages).
Main features from the datasheet are:
●
●
●
●
●

Ultra high sensitivity: -165dBm
Timing accuracy (PPS) 10nS RMS
Extremely fast TTFF at low signal level
Built in high gain LNA
Low power consumption: Typical 23mA @
3.3V

● NMEA-0183 compliant protocol or custom
●
●
●
●

protocol
Operating voltage: 3.3V to 5.5V
Operating temperature range: -40 to 85C
Small form factor: 30x26x7.6mm
RoHS compliant (Lead-free)
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The Si5351A Synthesiser Module Kit (or “breakout
board”) uses the Si5351A clock-generator chip
manufactured by SiLabs. It can produce three
simultaneous independent 50-ohm impedance,
square wave outputs between 8kHz and 160MHz.
Configuration of the chip is via a microcontroller with
I2C (two-wire) interface.
It runs from a 5V or 3.3V supply. The tiny 0.5mm pin-spaced Si5351A chip is presoldered to the PCB at the factory. The PCB size is 1.3 x 1 inches (33 x 25mm).
The remaining components are all through-hole components, so construction is
easy. The circuit contains a 3.3V regulator and I2C level converters, for use with
5V microcontroller systems. The kit may also be built without the level
converters or regulator, for use in 3.3V systems. The kit has a 2 x 10-pin 0.1-inch
header for all connections. Additionally pads are provided on the PCB for
soldering SMA connectors if you wish. The kit uses a 27MHz crystal as the
reference oscillator.
The synthesizer may be used in a variety of projects. The pinout has been
designed to be somewhat similar to the popular AD9850 DDS module and may
be substituted in certain cases (with appropriate software changes in the
controller). This Si5351A module is also designed to be compatible with the
Ultimate3/3S QRSS/WSPR kits. It can be plugged into the Ultimate3 (U3) kit with
certain minimal hardware modifications to the U3. It is directly compatible with
the Ultimate3S (U3S) kit without modifications. It requires U3 firmware v3.07 or
above to communicate with the Si5351A via I2C. Note that for use in the original
U3, not U3S, (PCB revisions 1 to 4), pin 12 of the header needs to be removed
before installation.
The Oven Controlled Crystal Oscillator (OCXO) kit is a
version of the standard Si5351A Synthesiser module
kit. The 27MHz OCXO is kit-built; it does not use an
expensive commercial OCXO component.
Construction of this kit is more difficult than the other
kits; however, it does not require any special
techniques or equipment as long as the construction
steps are followed carefully.
The oven is made of PCB pieces; the supplied PCB
measuring 10 x 8cm breaks into 16 pieces: one main
PCB and 15 small pieces which make up three boxes that are used for the oven
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chamber and external box. The proportional integral temperature controller is
simple but effective.
The kit requires a 5V supply. The tiny 0.5mm pin-spaced Si5351A chip is presoldered to the PCB at the factory. The remaining components are all throughhole components. The component density is quite high and construction
requires following the instruction manual steps carefully. The circuit contains
two 3.3V regulator and I2C level converters for use with the I2C bus in 5V
microcontroller systems. The kit has a 2 x 10-pin 0.1-inch header for all
connections.
The synthesizer may be used in a variety of projects. The pinout has been
designed to be somewhat similar to the popular AD9850 DDS module and may
be substituted in certain cases (with appropriate software changes in the
controller). The module is also designed to be compatible with the
Ultimate3/Ultimate3S QRSS/WSPR kits. It can be plugged into the U3 kit with
certain minimal hardware modifications to the U3. It is directly compatible with
the Ultimate 3S kit without modification. It requires Ultimate3 firmware v3.07,
or above, to communicate with the Si5351A via I2C.
The Clock kit can be used independently or
connected to a GPS receiver such as the SMK61.
The clock can be configured to display time, date,
and various information decoded from the GPS
serial data stream. Two analogue temperature
sensors can optionally be connected to the kit so
that temperature measurements can be displayed (for example, indoor and
outdoor temperature).
At the time of writing and excluding delivery, the prices are:
Ultimate3S QRSS/WSPR kit (includes
Si5351A synthesizer module kit* and
choice of one LPF kit)
£19.40
Si5351A synthesizer module kit
£5.02
Low Pass Filter kit
£2.81
Ultimate relay-switched LPF kit
£10.03

Ultimate3/3S case kit
£13.38
GPS module SKM61
£15.05
OCXO/Si5351A synthesizer module kit
£10.03
Clock kit
£11.71

*The Ultimate3S kit can be supplied with the OCXO/Si5351A synthesizer module kit
instead of the non-OCXO kit for an additional £4.01.

Tech. Website: hanssummers.com
Contact:
tinyurl.com/QRPLContact

Shop:
qrp-labs.com
User group: tinyurl.com/QRPLGroup
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For Sale

Adrian, G4GDR #3765

For Sale—buyer inspects / collects:
● FT-101B with matching FV-101 VFO working and good condition. Offers.
● FT-101 Mk. 2 working and good condition. Offers.
● Kenwood T-599 transmitter 80m/10m, very good condition. Offers.
● TEN-TEC Century 22 with TEN-TEC Century 22 PSU. £100.
Rev. A. Heath G4GDR, Valley View, 227 Windrush, Highworth, SWINDON SN6 7EB
Telephone: 01793 762970

New product: TEC-507 Patriot QRP SSB/CW Transceiver
TEN-TEC’s 507 Patriot QRP SSB/CW
Transceiver utilizes a chipKIT Uno32
prototyping board which give users
access to an Arduino-based
programming environment. With its
32 bit computing environment and
80 MHz processor, the Uno32 provides
users with a fast and accurate sandbox
environment.
The Patriot's control software is open source and freely available to modify and
upload new functionality with MPIDE, chipKIT’s free, Arduino-derived IDE. The
control code is based on the Arduino API, a framework well known for being
accessible to beginners and powerful in the hands of an expert. With ample
computing power and their clever designs, your imagination is the only
limitation. Features:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ChipKIT Uno32 32 bit, 80 MHz processor with 128K of flash memory
DDS based VFO for no drift operation
100% Open Source hardware & software
Covers 20 and 40 meter bands
Hardware hooks for user-added features
One button band selector—no jumpers needed
Digital mode access through microphone connector
Auto selects SSB or CW when either a microphone or a key is used

At the time of writing, the price is $299 (USD).
Phone: 865-453-7172
Website: tentec.com
Contact: tentec.com/support/contact-form
Address: TEN-TEC, 1148 Wagner Dr., Unit 202, Sevierville, Tennessee 37862, USA
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QUA

QUA@fists.co.uk

Compiled by Graham G3ZOD #8385

QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)”
Until I read Claudio IZ0KRC’s latest article, I wasn’t
aware of ‘The N7CFO Keyletter’, a newsletter that ran
from 1992–2006 produced by Lynn N7CFO. This
useful resource forms documentation of research by
key collectors. An archive is available on CD or paper
from Lynn; see tinyurl.com/N7CFOkeyletter for
details.
N7CFO Lynn recounts a prank he played on R/O David
Wyn Davies:
“I had a very nice GPO key with a galvanometer that I repatriated to him. (I’d
sure like to know how the key got over here.) We made a nice trade and I packed
it very carefully. When I had it ready to seal up I had a sudden inspiration and
put a half dozen pennies into a baby food jar and put it in amongst the bubble
wrap. Poor ol’ Wyn nearly had a coronary arrest when the postman handed him
his eagerly awaited package!”
G3LIV Johnny is now providing a data cable for use with the Elecraft KX3 and his
interfaces. For Johnny’s contact details, please see page 2.
TEN-TEC has been bought from RF Concepts by RKR Designs. The
press release, available on their home page www.rkrdesignsllc.com,
starts:
“(April 2, 2015) RKR Designs, LLC of Longmont Colorado has announced that
they have acquired the assets of Alpha Amplifier and TEN-TEC brands from RF
Concepts. RKR plans to expand the product line, while continuing to service their
customers that have enjoyed their products over the years.”
GW4GCB Peter writes:
“Have you ever reviewed the Forty-9er kits?
They are now readily available (via eBay) from
China for around £10 (including postage and
packing)—good quality PCB and components.
I’ve written some stage construction notes (Word
document—MS Office); if anyone is interested, I
can email it to them.
I completed my kit at the end of March 2015.
My first QSO on 7.0243 was with Paul G4LNA;
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QTH near London and a FISTS member! He was running 100 W cf. my 1 W. I got
a 559 report from him, so I was over the moon as it’s quite a few years since I’ve
built anything. Thanks Paul for receiving my shaky signal!
I think the kits were originally produced by the USA NorCal group.
It’s certainly put the fun back into amateur radio for me, and I’ve convinced
two friends / radio hams to build the same kits, so we can all meet up for a QRP
CW QSO—hopefully!”
In answer to Peter’s question, we have not received a review for one of these.
On checking, the Forty-9er was indeed originally produced as a kit by NorCal and
designed by no less then Elecraft’s Wayne Burdick, N6KR. It’s not easy to tell
how much the circuit has been changed in the eBay incarnation, but if it works, it
works. The kit comes with a 7.023 MHz crystal. A search on eBay shows it as
available from more than one seller, so it’s best to search eBay for it.
Peter also wrote about our 2013/2014 International Days on-air activity:
“It’s a shame the activity has been retired as it was the only FISTS event that I
normally participated in. Never mind—there are plenty of others, so I’m sure I’ll
be joining in again soon.”
In reply to G4GDR Adrian’s request for
information about callsign labels, GU3TUX Chris
writes:
“I suspect he has seen one of the free ones that
Geo G3ZQS used to hand out on request—
reasonable quantities only! I attach a crude
picture of a strip. I guess it would be easy enough
to print them up on A4 backing sheets as most
domestic printers would have trouble with strip
feeding. Also I expect that dear old Able Labels¹
could be persuaded to supply a ‘blank’ design to
which callsign and membership number could be
added. (You can design and order all kinds of
GU3TUX sticky labels from G3ZQS;
labels on their web site. They have a wide range
callsign and member number are
of formats/designs.)
red and the logo is black
I was amazed when I first saw the print works
which shared Geo’s kitchen cum lounge/diner/shack. So it was no sweat for him
to run off a few sheets of labels as a membership service. Of course membership
was not so large then.”
¹ Able Labels are at www.able-labels.co.uk or phone 0844 371 2423 or write to:
5 Mallard Close, Earls Barton, Northamptonshire, NN6 0LS.
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Begali key users might like to join a Facebook group ‘Begali Morse
Key Users Group’ run by G0PNM Pete: tinyurl.com/G0PNMBegali.
During a conversation about George G3ZQS, G3XUH Ray
wrote:
“I live 20 minutes away from where George lived and
I used to go and see him and we would sit and chat. And
the stories he used to tell. I have one of his original
FISTS Paddle Keys.”
G4GDR Adrian would like to make some 2m CW skeds.
He has 15 Watts into a 5 element beam and is located in
Paddle by George G3ZQS,
Highworth, near Swindon, Wiltshire. If you can help
owned by Ray G3XUH
with this, please send me an email (qua@fists.co.uk)
and I will pass your email address onto Adrian and you
can then make arrangements with him.
The FISTS Two Metre Activity sparked a discussion in the fistscw Yahoo group
about having 2m CW QSOs at other times. G4YVM David suggested:
“Can FISTS members calling out on 2m at times other than the events periods
do so ON THE HOUR and HALF HOUR? (Or perhaps we could reinstate 15–18 and
45–48.) At least then those who miss the events will stand a fighting chance!!”
G4GDR Adrian commented:
“Having operated at sea under that strict regime, I don’t think that would go
down well with members.
Is it not possible to have a FISTS evening one hour slot? There used to be a CW
activity evening years ago and it did work okay.”
Also G4AJA Chris wrote:
“I have been trying to find stations on 2m CW to encourage activity on this
band. I live near a hill too and used to make contacts fairly regularly but have
not had any luck for a long time.”
Many years ago, Mondays were the 2m CW activity night. More recently—about
5 years ago—Angie G0HGA (SK) and a group of us did try to revive it on Mondays
starting at 20:00 local time (including a post on the Southgate News) but no
QSOs resulted. Unlike days gone by, there are now many HF transceivers with
2m capability. All the 2m operators I knew in the 70s had horizontally polarised
2m beams, but when FM and repeaters largely displaced AM and SSB, the beams
vanished in favour of using small omni-directional vertical aerials—this reduces
the chances of QSOS on 2m CW considerably. If there were to be a day and time
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(say Monday 20:00 again), personally I would favour 10 minutes and if no QSOs
result, give up; I don’t relish the thought of spending an hour calling CQ /
listening to silence (again).
‘Radio’ vs. ‘transceiver’: I read a comment from someone
objecting to the use of the word ‘radio’ where the piece of
equipment is specifically a transceiver, on the basis that it is
a bit of amateur radio slang that has crept in recently. Is this
true? I have to say that I tend to use the word ‘radio’ but
now find myself hesitating before typing or sending it!
On the right is a photograph of SV2AJX Paschalis. He
explains:
“I am in India/Mundra on board the M/V
HOUSTON/V7SH7 (Chief officer ex. Radio operator 1980–
1996). The photo was taken in Al Jubail/Saudi Arabia, while I
was checking the aft draft in order to enter the port. An
appropriate title could be ‘Remember, this is not a job, it’s an
adventure!’”
G0EML Ray has published a book
about the N2DAN Mercury paddle
keys entitled “Messenger of the
Gods”. He comments:
“It was satisfying working on
the book. It is suited to owners of
the N2DAN, with its register, and documentation
relating to Steve Nurkiewicz and the past.”
Ray is to be congratulated for his hard work on this
beautiful book—A4 sized and 200 pages in full colour.
If you would like more details, please contact Ray:
raymondbullock13@live.co.uk
W9RFX Geo sent an email about his CW
training program—’CW Forever’:
“I am a committed CW enthusiast and
created the software to improve CW skills.
New technology and continually supported.
Used by many, and tested, on all latest
Windows operating systems, XP and up.”
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The program is available from www.w9rfx.com/Downloads.htm.
Page 25 of the Spring 2014 Key Note covered the Texas Topper CW 5 Watt PA for
Rockmites and other QRPP transmitters / transceivers being available from
Kanga Products (G6YBC Dennis). Dennis is also now stocking plug-in low pass
filter kits for the amplifier, enabling it to be used on 80m, 30m, and 20m in
addition to 40m. The kit includes parts to build all
Texas
three filters. The price is £18 (GBP). For more
Topper
information, please see tinyurl.com/KangaBPF.
plug-in
Dennis also attends many UK rallies, so look out for
LPF
his stand.
board

G7JMZ John asks:
“It is just an idea, but I wonder if there would be any takers for an informal
slow Morse frequency within FISTS, perhaps on one of the HF bands? I personally
like 40m but one of the other bands might be more popular.
Perhaps some temporal bunching might also help, so perhaps 20:00 to 21:00
GMT might help increase the chances of a QSO.”
Following on from the comments about
TOPS in the February 2015 Key Note, I’m
grateful to TF3Y Yngvi for allowing me to
include a copy of his membership
certificate.
G3KEP/G4DMP David wrote in as well:
“Being prompted by Chris GU3TUX
and Adrian G4GDR, I am writing with my
memories of TOPS. As G3KEP I joined
TOPS in September 1955 (Member 421),
during my compulsory year on CW. In those days
we had to do our first year on CW at reduced
power before submitting our log book to General
Post Office headquarters for approval before
being granted full privileges. It was a sort of
novice licence of the day.
The TOPS newsletter was called QMF,
duplicated by Phil Evans GW8WJ. Gus Taylor GW8PG and Johnny Morris G3ABG
were leading officers, sadly both now silent keys. Before the days of mobile
rallies there was an annual ‘Topsfest’ which was held in a pub car park in
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Cannock and in later years in the playground of the school at which G3ABG was
headmaster.
There were indeed contests and
operating certificates, one of which
was the Tops Century Certificate for
working 100 members. The club motto
was “Where Fists Make Friends”, which
was very apt and could well have been
adopted by FISTS.”
Thank you to everyone who has
written in with their memories of
TOPS. I was wondering why ‘QMF’?
It’s in the aeronautical range of Q
codes (QAA–QNZ). David reports:
“I recall Phil Evans GW8WJ justifying
the use of QMF for the newsletter but I
can’t for the life of me remember what
it was. The only reference to QMF I can
find is in the Australian book
“Radiotelegraph and Radiotelephone
Codes, Prowords and Abbreviations”¹ by John W Alcorn VK2JWA where it is
defined as “How does my Frequency Check?” or “Your frequency is correct”,
which does not seem to tally with what Phil Evans intended.”
G3ICO George sent in the nice Morse mug-shot(!).
He writes:
“Attached is a photo of a present I received. I
have been using it for my coffee every morning but
don’t think my Morse has improved!”
Regarding my puzzle over when I have a bad keying
day, does being left-footed makes me ‘QRF’ rather
than ‘QLF’, M0PNA Paul’s take on this is that I am
‘QBF’ … ah well. HI.
The Radio Officers Association is organising a
radio special event that will be taking place
from the lightship Planet which is berthed in
Canning dock Liverpool (UK) during the month
¹ Available online at tinyurl.com/radioabbrevs

Lightship ‘Planet at’ Liverpool, UK
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of May 2015 to remember the tragic sinking of the fine Cunard line ship R. M. S.
Lusitania on May 7�� 1915.
R. O. A. have managed to obtain the special event radio callsign of GB100MFA,
MFA being the radio callsign of the Lusitania.
Two stations will be on air simultaneously both for CW with some SSB. These
two stations will be on amateur radio bands from 3.5 MHz to 28 MHz dependant
on propagation conditions.
R. O. A. will be assisted by members of the Marine Radio Museum Society
Wallasey who were previously at Fort Perch Rock but are now based on the
Planet lightship in Liverpool. For more information, please see
www.lusitania-gb100mfa.uk.
KI6DS Doug Hendricks has announced that he has
sold Hendricks QRP Kits:
“I would like to announce that Hendricks QRP Kits has been sold to James
Bennett and Kathy Long of Pacific Antenna and we have started the process of
transitioning company operations. I will still be involved with the company as a
consultant and they will be managing the day-to-day operation as the new
owners.
I enjoyed running Hendricks QRP Kits but it is now time to move on with full
retirement. I would like to thank all of the customers and wonderful QRPers that
I’ve met through the past 10 years of my business ownership.
Stay tuned to this website www.qrpkits.com for further announcements. The
target date for reopening is April 1. Doug.”
M0XIG John has come up with an unusual use for an
image of his membership certificate and writes:
“As you are aware, vehicle tax discs are no longer
required—so I thought I would make one up to replace
my old one!”
Palm Radio, renowned for the
Palm Mini and Palm Pico paddles, is
now offering an extension cable, the
Extension-CC. It can be used with all Palm Radio keys, is
about 70 cm long, thin and highly flexible. The connectors are an in-line 3.5 mm
stereo socket and a 3.5 mm stereo plug, both gold plated.
Morse Express (USA) has published its new Spring 2015 General Catalogue as a
PDF file and on paper (USA only). Both can be obtained from
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www.mtechnologies.com/list.htm. Morse Express provides
a wide variety of Morse keys and Morse-related products.
GU3TUX Chris sent in
the photograph on the
left of a Morse Express
ruler. He mentioned that mistyping the URL on the ruler
can result in ending up on some less than desirable
websites; as Key Note is a family-friendly publication, I’ll
leave you to figure out why!
Chris also mentioned this:
“CQ, CQ, CQ DE OX0… , OX0… , PSE K
… stirred me from my after lunch torpor. Called and, after a QRZ or two, had
a reply. A couple of overs into a scratchy contact, it finally dawned on me that I
was working 9A0…! Blaming his sending rather than my decoding, I resumed my
slumbers … ”
Unfortunately, due to the gales, a number of members have reported damage to
their aerials over Winter. G4CQI Dennis though had an unusual experience:
“One morning a few days ago I looked up the garden and saw the top fishing
pole dead upright. The topmost guy had been entangled with neighbour’s tree,
pulling it out of perpendicular and too far up to be able to do anything about it
without damage to said pole. Imagine my astonishment when going up the
garden path, to find that the wind had pulled the top section of pole out without
damage and deposited it without any entanglement, and upright, within easy
reach standing on the path, supported in midair by other guys now also held by
tree branches. Trees have made rapid growth this year and caught me napping. HI.”
GM4GZQ John was intrigued by G3WDL
Stuart’s ‘Radio Aid’ bug key, discussed on page
50 of the February 2015 Key Note. John has
been doing some research–many thanks John:
“I’m not familiar with the Radio-Aid version,
but
a key which is identical in all material
Stuart G3WDL’s ‘Radio Aid’ key
respects (think Vibroplex Lightning compared to
Lionel J-36) was produced by (?) the Northampton Plating Company here in the
UK. This key is extremely rare although I have seen one in the collection of the
late Dawson Thompson/G3AHS.
Tom Perera W1TP’s online Telegraph Museum includes two ‘Radio Aid’ bug
keys similar to Stuart’s on w1tp.com/im8000b.htm and Tom states:
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“7500 … This is an exceptionally rare bug that was found in England in 2007.
The label reads: TELEGRAPH KEY / RADIO-AID / PATENTED. The hardware
and wiring suggest that it was made somewhere between 1940 and 1960.
7511 … This is another exceptionally rare bug. The original drawing of the
bug is shown and it appears to indicate that the bug was made in 1946.”
Also on on the same web page, Tom includes a Northampton Plating Company
bug, which appears to be the same basic design as the Radio-Aid bug. Tom
writes:
“7810 … This is an unusual bug made by
the Northampton Plating Company in
England. They also made a straight key
which was mounted on the same base.”
The Northampton Plating Co. was
mentioned in the October 7�� 1931 issue of
Wireless World as being located in St Giles
Northampton Plating Company bug
Street, Northampton and the manufacturer of
key from Tom W1TP’s museum
an aerial filter to reject local interference from
a high powered broadcast station. Such devices would have been popular in the
home construction of radio receivers at that time, made popular by Practical
Wireless and designer John Scott-Taggart.
The antiques reference site Worthpoint mentions that a set of plans produced
by Northampton Plating Co. for a three valve A. C. receiver and a four valve
portable set, were sold in May 2011. From the photographs, the style of
construction and the blueprint are identical to the plans produced by Practical
Wireless and John Scott-Taggart in the 1930s. I remember these well from my
childhood as my father built two such battery-powered receivers, one of which
was in use until 1950 as we did not have mains electricity.
There was an earlier reference to the Northampton Plating Co. in the July
1920 index to the Electrical review but no further information.
From the foregoing it appears that the Northampton Plating Co. was extant in
at least the 1920s–1930s timeframe and did have a connection with radio. It is
therefore conceivable that they could have produced (marketed?) a bug key.
That said, John G0RDO and Stewart G3WDL both mention that their keys have
American-threaded hardware. It seems more likely to me that BA-threaded
hardware then in common use in radio and electrical construction work in the UK
would have been used if these bugs were of UK origin?
The origins and history of the Radio-Aid or Northampton Plating Company bug
therefore remain an enigma to me unless any further information turns up.”
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Thank you to Prof. Tom Perera W1TP for permission to include the text and
photograph from his online museum w1tp.com/#museum. John used Tom’s
“Telegraph Collector’s Reference CD” w1tp.com/tcrcd.htm in his research. Tom
also has a book available: “Perera's Telegraph Collector’s Guide”
w1tp.com/ptcg3.htm. For those of us in Europe, this can be obtained from the
RSGB Shop.
Of interest to USA members, Vibroplex is now the exclusive
USA distributor for the entire YouKits product line including the
popular HB-1A and HB-1B QRP CW transceivers. They are stocking all items at
their Knoxville, TN office for quick shipping to USA addresses. For full
information, please see tinyurl.com/VibroplexYK.
Additionally, Vibroplex has bought the Bencher
product line. Their press release says:
“Bencher, Inc. of Antioch Illinois announced the
sale today of the Bencher Amateur Radio product
lines to Vibroplex, LLC of Knoxville, Tennessee.
This sale ends Bencher’s presence in the amateur
radio field, thus allowing the principals, Jere
Benedict, President, and Bob Locher, (W9KNI) to
move towards retirement.
The product lines sold include the Bencher BY
Bencher BY-1 Paddles
series of Iambic Paddles, (the world’s best selling
iambic paddle, with over 150,000 sold) as well as the ST series of single lever
paddles, the Bencher Hex Paddle, the N2DAN Mercury Paddle, and the Bencher
RJ series Hand Keys. Also included in the sale are the HK-1 Universal Hook-up kit
and the YA-1 Low Pass Filter.
Vibroplex has agreed to honor the manufacturer's warranties of all covered
products, and to offer parts and support for these products as well.
Vibroplex will continue to offer the Bencher products through existing
marketing channels.
Vibroplex may be contacted at www.vibroplex.com, or at (865) 309-5073.
Jere Benedict and Bob Locher wish to express their gratitude to the amateur
radio community for its interest and support since the sale of the first Bencher
amateur radio products in the early 1970’s.”
G0POT Michael writes:
“I’m part of a Twitter-Ham community promoting Morse Code and we
regularly use Twitter to schedule QRS CW sessions for new fists. Twitter
has turned out to be a great medium for organising a sked because you can post
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a request for a QSO (or just as often an offer for anyone who wants to try a QRS
QSO) and all your followers can see it in real time.
My contact on Twitter is @DrOrthogonal but we also have a small group
called LIDS (lids.org.uk) who can be found using @lids_cw who are committed to
helping people try CW and to build their confidence. We often find one person
will accept the challenge for a CW QSO and many others will take advantage and
listen in. I was able to give a young German Amateur, Kay, DO7KAY his first QRS
QSO at the weekend thanks to Twitter and the LIDS community.
David, G7AGI, who has also just volunteered for the FISTS QRS list, can also be
found on Twitter at @G7AGI and is an active LIDS member looking for simple
ideas to encourage on-air activity amongst the nervous but keen :o)”
G3ZPF David, author of “QTR ?” (page 39 of the Spring 2014 Key Note) replies to
Chris’s comments on his article (page 45 of the February 2015 Key Note):
“The orbital position tables (ephemerides) used to be tied to direct
observations of planetary motion. Fragments of Babylonian tablets containing
such tables have been discovered from as far back as the 1st Century BC. More
recently printing tables of ephemeris was one of the first tasks assigned to
mechanical computers.
Modern ephemerides are usually computed electronically from mathematical
models of the motion of astronomical objects and the earth, instead of
observational models, but printed ephemerides are still produced as they are
useful when computational devices are not available.”
FISTS Straight Key Week and bug keys: G3HAL Pol commented:
“A Straight Key is a Straight Key. Period.”
On the same topic, G3ZPF David writes:
“When I first stumbled across SKCC, I was surprised by them including
mechanical bug keys in the term ‘straight key’, which is patently inaccurate.
Bug keys with dots generated with a pendulum are more awkward to adjust
the speed on compared to ‘electronic pendulums’, as a result of which some users
don’t bother to QRS when called by someone at a lower speed. Rather antisocial,
I think.
If Dennis would like a ‘classic key’ evening, or even a ‘classic bug’ evening, I’m
sure the FISTS management would be only to happy to publicise his attempts to
organise one. But a semi-auto is not a ‘straight key’, and should not be included
in ‘straight key’ events.
Having said all this, I’m fairly sure that the FISTS founder would agree that the
use of CW, quality of sending, and courtesy of the operator transcends whatever
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method is used to produce it and I have no problem working people using bugs or
el-bugs during an SKE.”
I understand that the ARRL started the confusion when they included the use of
bug keys in their ‘Straight Key Night’.
Per the last Key Note, we can indeed include an event but there has been no
feedback on its timing or duration other than David mentioning ‘evening’, nor
whether or not it should be limited to bug keys. Personally, I suspect that ‘bug
keys only’ would result in few participants. While no term is perfect, my own
preference is ‘mechanical keys’ (I’m sure there are plenty of ‘classic bug keys’).
G0TMX Terry has been in search of a Katsumi
keyer/paddle unit, but without success. He writes:
“I did, however, get this ETM-8C beauty off eBay
and I’m very pleased with it… Nostalgia ain’t what
it used to be! I feel like a ‘proper’ 1980’s Coastal
Radio Station now—maybe I should get a 500 kHz
NoV!”
On a closely related topic, by the time you are reading this and per page 5, 472–
479 kHz (620m) and the
various 5 MHz (60m)
frequency ranges have been
incorporated into the UK Full
licence (7�� April 2015),
making the NoVs (Notice of
Variations) obsolete.
Finally, M6MPC Mike notes
that his father was a survivor
from the Lusitania (see page
48). He also provided this
photograph of his furry
friend, commenting:
“I hope you like the new
op. at M6MPC. It does
PA-W, not C-W!”
I have a feline that there might be a paws during a QSO while the cat’s whisker is
adjusted. HI.
73 de QUA@fists.co.uk
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Telegraphic Items and the Ham Spirit

Bob Schwartz KQ5K

The article “GPO Single and
Double Current Telegraph Keys”
by John G0RDO in the February
2015 Key Note included Bob
KQ5K’s highly unusual double
key with a remote control
feature. Here, Bob recounts
how he came to own the key.

In 1981, the sun spot cycle
was at its peak, as was my
ham radio career (beginning
in 1959). I was interested in
finding some eclectic pieces,
so I ran an ad in a British
antique wireless journal.

Bob KQ5K’s GPO key with remote control capability.
The right hand photograph shows the electromagnets
and other components.

One day, I was on CW and
the lightning started. I was about to shut down when my wife came to the shack
and said “You have a collect call from Great Britain”. I accepted and was told to
tune to a 40m frequency. I chatted briefly (in Morse, of course) with Keith
G3RPB. I was intimidated by the fear of dying by electrocution. He said he had
three pieces and the key was beautiful—if you like that sort of thing, don't pass
it up. My gut feeling was this was for real and we agreed on a fairly heady sum
at the time for the trade. I CW’ed him that I would send the money and he could
send the key. (At this point, I decided if God wanted me, the lightning would
have done its duty.) Remarkable
part of the story: he said no, he
would just send it and I could pay
for it after its arrival!
The payment and keys crossed
paths somewhere over the
Atlantic. The story speaks volumes
about the ethics of the age and the
quality of people in ham radio.
Reid Bros telegraph
relay

Gambrell Bros
galvanometer

Two other pieces included in the
trade were a Gambrell Bros
galvanometer and a Reid Bros
relay.
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The FISTS Log Book from David G4YVM £9.50 inc. UK delivery.
With pages on heavy white paper and front cover on
heavy gloss with an acetate sheet to protect it, it
provides for 2,000 log entries. It also includes
information on FISTS frequencies, activities, awards,
and log sheets for the awards.
It’s available for £9.50 (GBP) including postage to UK
addresses, PayPal to bumbledp@gmail.com . For nonUK addresses, please contact David for details:
bumbledp@gmail.com , telephone (UK) 07749 199453.

Club Sales
Enamelled Club Badge
£2 inc. UK delivery

Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.
Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

Standard QSL Cards
£8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery

New !!!
FISTS Europe Key Note Collection
on CD
£2.50 inc. UK postage
£3.00 inc. Europe postage
£3.50 inc. DX postage
This CD
contains all
available
European
Key Notes
between
October
1987 and
July 2014.
The files are in PDF format. Key
Notes prior to February 2000 are
in the form of facsimiles.

FISTS CW Course £3.50 inc. UK delivery
£4.50 inc. delivery to Europe. DX—please ask!
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training
package suitable for beginners and improvers. It
comprises:
● The well-known K7QO course on
CD to learn the code (including
files containing the texts sent).
● Two practice CDs made by our
own Mary G0NZA, which are
great for people that want to
improve from the 12 wpm level.
● An A5 booklet with forty-odd
pages that includes all the texts
for Mary’s disks.
This package is a real help to anyone who is
learning Morse code and we are very happy to be
able to offer it. (Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary
G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce these disks.)

Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)
P����� include your name, address and details of what you are ordering!
If sending a cheque, write your member number and callsign on the back.
Anne Webb, 40 Links Road, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
sales@fists.co.uk
Tel. +44 (0)1902 338973

